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Mexico’s export farm employment is rising
• Exports are increasing
• The waged farm workforce is growing faster than non-ag
• Seasons are longer
• Seasonal migration seems to play a smaller part in workforce
• Substitutes for international migration
• Data is scarce and based on outdated sampling frames
• Plus, allegations of abuse:
• Child labor, poor housing conditions, forced to buy at company store, unable
to leave camps.

Sections
• Mexico’s farm workforce: general characteristics
• Real earnings for farmworkers
• Recent survey results
• Our study: survey
• Our case studies: people and firms

General Overview

• In Mexico, there are 92 million persons aged between 15 and 69 years old,
or 69% of the total population
• The participation rate is 77% for men and 43% for women. Women’s
participation rate increased rapidly (1982 to 1994) from 24 to 42%, has
stabilized since.
• There’s a total of 7 million persons active in agriculture (most report being
independent). 6.2 million men and only 0.85 million women
• Of men, almost 64% report no income or an income below 2 MW (10
dollars/day). The same for 57% of women.
• 90% of all persons reportedly active in ag report no job benefits.
• Within ag, paid workers are the fastest-growing group, growing 35% in 10
years. The general labor force grew 17.5% over the same period.
• Paid workers amount to 36% of the total ag labor force.

Overview of farmworkers in Mexico
1.1- Waged
farmworkers
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1.2.- Unwaged Farmworkers (%)
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1.3.- Low wage farmworkers (N; up to 10 Dlls/day)
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1.4.- High Wage Farmworkers (N; >15Dlls/Day)
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Population of farmworkers earning 3 Minimum Wages and above
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1.5.- Farmworkers with Benefits (N)
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1.6.- Farmworkers with Job Benefits (%)
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2.- Are farmworker wages improving?
• Mexico’s general wages have not improved significantly since 2005
(National Employment Survey)
• Has the growth in vegetable and fruit exports employment had an
impact on rural poverty?
• To build a longer time series, we use another source:
• Mexico’s Household Income and Expenditure Survey includes a
significant sample of rural households.
• Data are available, in a methodologically consistent manner, since
1992.
• Some inconsistencies in 2014.

Percentage of the Waged Population with Earnings Below the Minimum Basket,
Mexico, 2005 – 2018, National, Urban, Rural (CONEVAL)
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3.- Exporter’s Survey
• Mexico’s largest exporter organized a survey of its growers in 2018.
• It is not a random stratified survey, but does cover a very large
number of growers, crops, states and municipalities.
• 4,500 workers, 51% men, 49% women
• 55% permanent workers (and increasing)
• Temporary are mostly local.
• Indigenous = 20%, mostly temporary (59%).
• The largest production units (>92 acres) are the largest employers
(53%). Not the same thing as firms.

3.1.- Exporter’s survey
• Largest units employ workers with less education (42-48% up to full
primary), and also least experienced, lowest-paid, higher proportion
indigenous.
• Housing conditions: 75% concrete roof, 83% concrete walls, 87% solid
floors, 90% water in dwelling, 95% electricity, 78% sewage, 80% use
gas for cooking (this includes migrants and locals).
• 80.5% of all workers are registered in Social Security. 76.6% among
large, and 67.9% among indigenous). Only 45% among general WF
• 81.2% of all workers report being satisfied to very satisfied at work.
Among small production units, 91%. Among large, 75.3%.

4.-Survey
Pilot
report

4.1.-The pilot’s basics:
• 144 total, 105 valid
interviews, and a number of
findings concerning
language, sequencing,
redundant questions.
• Three employers. Berries in
Jalisco. Grape tomatoes,
cucumbers and peppers in
Michoacán.
• Between 15 and 42 minutes

55% male.
71% local.
Recruitment (N):
Self: 22,
Employer/manager: 6
Contractor: 13
Recommended: 50
Info at community: 6
Facebook ads: 1
Wages (off peak/week)
Average: 1523 (84 Dlls)
Median: 1400 (78 Dlls)
Min: 1100 (61 Dlls)
Max: 2600 (144 Dlls)
Remittances: 28% (most non-local)
Savings: 70%

5.- Case studies
• We will develop both firm and worker household case studies. Preliminarily:
• Workers have been in extreme poverty. Extremely low schooling.
• Workers insist Social Security, and health services, in particular, are crucial. One major reason to
choose these jobs.
• Many don´t know or don´t understand other benefits of SS. Sick days, retirement, child care.
• Many families have a chronically ill person (DM). Two persons unavailable for work or school.
Days off.
• About 25% migrant. Various kinds: Slowly becoming permanent in workplace, or saving to buy
home or plot in origin community. Continuing to commute every season. In any case, a mediumterm life-plan.
• Jobs in export ag are good, but not necessarily the best in family. SS basic to mix (Gonzalez de la
Rocha). Permanent job “indoors”, or non-manual jobs, educational mobility.
• Contradictory perception: my children should not do this (upward schooling mobility), or “this is a
clean, good job, I hope my children do it”.
• “Bad” farmworker jobs persist, but they seem to attract less workers.

Final remarks
• “Good Farm Jobs” for most workers, although some want to get out as
soon as possible.
• Worker scarcity does make for casual labor relations during the peak
season.
• Social Security registration is higher than the rest of the economy,
manufacturing.
• The workforce is becoming permanent, because the seasons are longer. But
growth requires more migration.
• Casual labor is most vulnerable, could growers plan better?
• Child care could improve women’s participation rate, but chronic illness is
another major factor hampering participation.
• Local governments must be approached systematically.

